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Analysis Of Electric Machinery And Drive Systems
In Finite Element Analysis of Electrical Machines the author covers two-dimensional analysis, emphasizing the use of finite
elements to perform the most common calculations required of machine designers and analysts. The book explains what is inside
a finite element program, and how the finite element method can be used to determine the behavior of electrical machines. The
material is tutorial and includes several completely worked out examples. The main illustrative examples are synchronous and
induction machines. The methods described have been used successfully in the design and analysis of most types of rotating and
linear machines. Audience: A valuable reference source for academic researchers, practitioners and designers of electrical
machinery.
A general view of how computers can be used in electric-machinery analysis, as seen from the perspective of historical
experience.
"Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers."
The two major broad applications of electrical energy are information processing and energy processing. Hence, it is no wonder
that electric machines have occupied a large and revered space in the field of electrical engineering. Such an important topic
requires a careful approach, and Charles A. Gross' Electric Machines offers the most balanced, application-oriented, and modern
perspective on electromagnetic machines available. Written in a style that is both accessible and authoritative, this book explores
all aspects of electromagnetic-mechanical (EM) machines. Rather than viewing the EM machine in isolation, the author treats the
machine as part of an integrated system of source, controller, motor, and load. The discussion progresses systematically through
basic machine physics and principles of operation to real-world applications and relevant control issues for each type of machine
presented. Coverage ranges from DC, induction, and synchronous machines to specialized machines such as transformers,
translational machines, and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Stimulating example applications include electric vehicles,
wind energy, and vertical transportation. Numerous example problems illustrate and reinforce the concepts discussed. Along with
appendices filled with unit conversions and background material, Electric Machines is a succinct, in-depth, and complete guide to
understanding electric machines for novel applications.
Special Features: " Presents an up-to-date yet easy-to-understand guide to electric machine and variable speed drives." Provides
a simplified section on the required theories." The bulk of the book is dedicated to describing various application problems."
Covers both AC and DC variable drives." Allows users to avoid pitfalls such as power factor, harmonic, or EMI problems. About
The Book: Previous edition sales were approximately 3000 LOT. Strong market for this type of book with an under representation
of competing titles.
Presents applied theory and advanced simulation techniques for electric machines and drives This book combines the knowledge
of experts from both academia and the software industry to present theories of multiphysics simulation by design for electrical
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machines, power electronics, and drives. The comprehensive design approach described within supports new applications
required by technologies sustaining high drive efficiency. The highlighted framework considers the electric machine at the heart of
the entire electric drive. The book also emphasizes the simulation by design concept—a concept that frames the entire highlighted
design methodology, which is described and illustrated by various advanced simulation technologies. Multiphysics Simulation by
Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives begins with the basics of electrical machine design and
manufacturing tolerances. It also discusses fundamental aspects of the state of the art design process and includes examples
from industrial practice. It explains FEM-based analysis techniques for electrical machine design—providing details on how it can
be employed in ANSYS Maxwell software. In addition, the book covers advanced magnetic material modeling capabilities
employed in numerical computation; thermal analysis; automated optimization for electric machines; and power electronics and
drive systems. This valuable resource: Delivers the multi-physics know-how based on practical electric machine design
methodologies Provides an extensive overview of electric machine design optimization and its integration with power electronics
and drives Incorporates case studies from industrial practice and research and development projects Multiphysics Simulation by
Design for Electrical Machines, Power Electronics and Drives is an incredibly helpful book for design engineers, application and
system engineers, and technical professionals. It will also benefit graduate engineering students with a strong interest in electric
machines and drives.
This Special Issue deals with improvements in the energy efficiency of electric devices, machines, and drives, which are achieved
through improvements in the design, modelling, control, and operation of the system. Properly sized and placed coils of a welding
transformer can reduce the required iron core size and improve the efficiency of the welding system operation. New structures of
the single-phase field excited flux switching machine improve its performance in terms of torque, while having higher back-EMF
and unbalanced electromagnetic forces. A properly designed rotor notch reduces the torque ripple and cogging torque of interior
permanent magnet motors for the drive platform of electric vehicles, resulting in lower vibrations and noise. In the field of
modelling, the torque estimation of a Halbach array surface permanent magnet motor with a non-overlapping winding layout was
improved by introducing an analytical two-dimensional subdomain model. A general method for determining the magnetically
nonlinear two-axis dynamic models of rotary and linear synchronous reluctance machines and synchronous permanent magnet
machines is introduced that considers the effects of slotting, mutual interaction between the slots and permanent magnets,
saturation, cross saturation, and end effects. Advanced modern control solutions, such as neural network-based model reference
adaptive control, fuzzy control, senseless control, torque/speed tracking control derived from the 3D non-holonomic integrator,
including drift terms, maximum torque per ampere, and maximum efficiency characteristics, are applied to improve drive
performance and overall system operation.
"An IEEE Press Classic Reissue. This advanced text and industry reference covers the areas of electric power and electric drives,
with emphasis on control applications and computer simulation. Using a modern approach based on reference frame theory, it
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provides a thorough analysis of electric machines and switching converters. You'll find formulations for equations of electric
machines and converters as well as models of machines and converters that form the basis for predicting and understanding
system-level performance. This text is appropriate for courses at the senior/graduate level, and will also be of particular interest to
systems analysts and control engineers in the areas of electric power and electric drives."
This book presents the design methodology and electrical diagrams of symmetrical six-phase windings, the main elements of the
six-phase that are being developed to help meet the demand for high power electric drive systems that are resilient and energy
efficient. Chapters are fully illustrated and include detailed tables that provide a comprehensive analysis of energy exchange
processes ranging from electrical to magnetic and reveal the advantages of such windings against analogical three-phase
windings.
Electrical Machines and Drives play a vital role in industry with an ever increasing importance. This fact necessitates the
understanding of machine and drive principles by engineers of many different disciplines. Therefore, this book is intended to give a
comprehensive deduction of these principles. Special attention is given to the precise mathematical deduction of the necessary
formulae to calculate machines and drives, and to the discussion of simplifications (if applied) with the associated limits. So the
book shows how the different machine topologies can be deduced from general fundamentals, and how they are linked. This book
addresses graduate students, researchers and developers of Electrical Machines and Drives, who are interested in getting
knowledge about the principles of machine and drive operation and in detecting the mathematical and engineering specialties of
the different machine and drive topologies together with their mutual links. The detailed, but compact mathematical deduction,
together with a distinct emphasis onto assumptions, simplifications and the associated limits, leads to a clear understanding of
Electrical Machine and Drive topologies and characteristics.
In Chaos in Electric Drive Systems: Analysis, Control and Application authors Chau and Wang systematically introduce an
emerging technology of electrical engineering that bridges abstract chaos theory and practical electric drives. The authors
consolidate all important information in this interdisciplinary technology, including the fundamental concepts, mathematical
modeling, theoretical analysis, computer simulation, and hardware implementation. The book provides comprehensive coverage of
chaos in electric drive systems with three main parts: analysis, control and application. Corresponding drive systems range from
the simplest to the latest types: DC, induction, synchronous reluctance, switched reluctance, and permanent magnet brushless
drives. The first book to comprehensively treat chaos in electric drive systems Reviews chaos in various electrical engineering
technologies and drive systems Presents innovative approaches to stabilize and stimulate chaos in typical drives Discusses
practical application of chaos stabilization, chaotic modulation and chaotic motion Authored by well-known scientists in the field
Lecture materials available from the book's companion website This book is ideal for researchers and graduate students who
specialize in electric drives, mechatronics, and electric machinery, as well as those enrolled in classes covering advanced topics in
electric drives and control. Engineers and product designers in industrial electronics, consumer electronics, electric appliances and
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electric vehicles will also find this book helpful in applying these emerging techniques. Lecture materials for instructors available at
www.wiley.com/go/chau_chaos
A comprehensive text, combining all important concepts and topics of Electrical Machines and featuring exhaustive simulation
models based on MATLAB/Simulink Electrical Machine Fundamentals with Numerical Simulation using MATLAB/Simulink
provides readers with a basic understanding of all key concepts related to electrical machines (including working principles,
equivalent circuit, and analysis). It elaborates the fundamentals and offers numerical problems for students to work through.
Uniquely, this text includes simulation models of every type of machine described in the book, enabling students to design and
analyse machines on their own. Unlike other books on the subject, this book meets all the needs of students in electrical machine
courses. It balances analytical treatment, physical explanation, and hands-on examples and models with a range of difficulty
levels. The authors present complex ideas in simple, easy-to-understand language, allowing students in all engineering disciplines
to build a solid foundation in the principles of electrical machines. This book: Includes clear elaboration of fundamental concepts in
the area of electrical machines, using simple language for optimal and enhanced learning Provides wide coverage of topics,
aligning with the electrical machines syllabi of most international universities Contains extensive numerical problems and offers
MATLAB/Simulink simulation models for the covered machine types Describes MATLAB/Simulink modelling procedure and
introduces the modelling environment to novices Covers magnetic circuits, transformers, rotating machines, DC machines, electric
vehicle motors, multiphase machine concept, winding design and details, finite element analysis, and more Electrical Machine
Fundamentals with Numerical Simulation using MATLAB/Simulink is a well-balanced textbook perfect for undergraduate students
in all engineering majors. Additionally, its comprehensive treatment of electrical machines makes it suitable as a reference for
researchers in the field.

Analysis of Electric Machinery and Drive SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons
Modeling and High Performance Control of Electric Machines introduces you to both the modeling and control of electric
machines. The direct current (DC) machine and the alternating current (AC) machines (induction, PM synchronous, and
BLDC) are all covered in detail. The author emphasizes control techniques used for high-performance applications,
specifically ones that require both rapid and precise control of position, speed, or torque. You'll discover how to derive
mathematical models of the machines, and how the resulting models can be used to design control algorithms that
achieve high performance. Graduate students studying power and control as well as practicing engineers in industry will
find this a highly readable text on the operation, modeling, and control of electric machines. An Instructor's Manual
presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available from the Wiley editorial department. An Instructor
Support FTP site is also available.
This book deals with the design and analysis of Direct Torque Control (DTC). It introduces readers to two major
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applications of electrical machines: speed drive and position control and gives the readers a comprehensive overview of
the field of DTC dedicated to AC machines. It includes new DTC approaches with and without control of commutation
frequency. It also covers DTC applications using artificial intelligence. The book combines theoretical analysis,
simulation, and experimental concepts.To make the content as accessible as possible, the book employs a clear
proposal in each chapter, moving from the background, to numerical development, and finally to case studies and
illustrations. The book is a wide-ranging reference source for graduate students, researchers, and professors from
related fields and it will benefit practicing engineers and experts from the industry.
An introduction to the analysis of electric machines, power electronic circuits, electric drive performance, and power
systems This book provides students with the basic physical concepts and analysis tools needed for subsequent
coursework in electric power and drive systems with a focus on Tesla’s rotating magnetic field. Organized in a flexible
format, it allows instructors to select material as needed to fit their school’s power program. The first chapter covers the
fundamental concepts and analytical methods that are common to power and electric drive systems. The subsequent
chapters offer introductory analyses specific to electric machines, power electronic circuits, drive system performance
and simulation, and power systems. In addition, this book: Provides students with an analytical base on which to build in
advanced follow-on courses Examines fundamental power conversions (dc-dc, ac-dc and dc-ac), harmonics, and
distortion Describes the dynamic computer simulation of a brushless dc drive to illustrate its performance with both a
sinusoidal inverter voltage approximation and more realistic stator six-step drive applied voltages Includes in-chapter
short problems, numerous worked examples, and end-of-chapter problems to help readers review and more fully
understand each topic Paul C. Krause is Board Chairman of PC Krause and Associates Inc. (PCKA), and a retired
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Purdue University. He has authored or co-authored more than 100
technical papers and is the co-author of Analysis of Electric Machinery and Drive Systems, Third Edition (Wiley-IEEE
Press), and Electromechanical Motion Devices, Second Edition (Wiley-IEEE Press). He is a Life Fellow of the IEEE and
was the 2010 recipient of the IEEE Nikola Tesla Award. Oleg Wasynczuk is Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Purdue University and Chief Technical Officer of PCKA. He has authored or co-authored more than 100
technical papers and is the co-author of Analysis of Electric Machinery and Drive Systems, Third Edition (Wiley-IEEE
Press), and Electromechanical Motion Devices, Second Edition (Wiley-IEEE Press). He is a Fellow of the IEEE and was
the 2008 recipient of the IEEE PES Cyril Veinott Electromechanical Energy Conversion Award. Timothy O'Connell is a
Senior Lead Engineer at PCKA, where he leads a multi-member industry modeling and simulation team supporting the
design and analysis of more electric aircraft. He has authored or co-authored over 20 technical papers on electric
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machine analysis and design, aerospace power systems, and modeling and simulation. He is a Senior Member of IEEE.
Maher Hasan is a Senior Lead Engineer at PCKA, where he has led several software development efforts for the
simulation of circuits and electromechanical and power systems, and is involved in modeling and simulation in support of
multiple efforts. He has authored or co-authored several technical papers in the fields of dynamic simulation and
numerical methods.
Recent trends in engineering show increased emphasis on integrated analysis, design, and control of advanced
electromechanical systems, and their scope continues to expand. Mechatronics-a breakthrough concept-has evolved to
attack, integrate, and solve a variety of emerging problems in engineering, and there appears to be no end to its
application. It has become essential for all engineers to understand its basic theoretical standpoints and practical
applications. Electromechanical Systems, Electric Machines, and Applied Mechatronics presents a unique combination of
traditional engineering topics and the latest technologies, integrated to stimulate new advances in the analysis and
design of state-of-the-art electromechanical systems. With a focus on numerical and analytical methods, the author
develops the rigorous theory of electromechanical systems and helps build problem-solving skills. He also stresses
simulation as a critical aspect of developing and prototyping advanced systems. He uses the MATLABTM environment
for his examples and includes a MATLABTM diskette with the book, thus providing a solid introduction to this standard
engineering tool. Readable, interesting, and accessible, Electromechanical Systems, Electric Machines, and Applied
Mechatronics develops a thorough understanding of the integrated perspectives in the design and analysis of
electromechanical systems. It covers the basic concepts in mechatronics, and with numerous worked examples,
prepares the reader to use the results in engineering practice. Readers who master this book will know what they are
doing, why they are doing it, and how to do it.
Matrix Analysis of Electrical Machinery, Second Edition is a 14-chapter edition that covers the systematic analysis of
electrical machinery performance. This edition discusses the principles of various mathematical operations and their
application to electrical machinery performance calculations. The introductory chapters deal with the matrix
representation of algebraic equations and their application to static electrical networks. The following chapters describe
the fundamentals of different transformers and rotating machines and present torque analysis in terms of the currents
based on the principle of the conservation of energy. A chapter focuses on a number of linear transformations commonly
used in machine analysis. This edition also describes the performance of other electrical machineries, such as direct
current, single-phase and polyphase commutator, and alternating current machines. The concluding chapters cover the
analysis of small oscillations and other machine problems. This edition is intended for readers who have some
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knowledge of or are concurrently studying the physical nature of electrical machines.
The subject of this book is an important and diverse field of electric machines and drives. The twelve chapters of the book written by
renowned authors, both academics and practitioners, cover a large part of the field of electric machines and drives. Various types of electric
machines, including three-phase and single-phase induction machines or doubly fed machines, are addressed. Most of the chapters focus on
modern control methods of induction-machine drives, such as vector and direct torque control. Among others, the book addresses sensorless
control techniques, modulation strategies, parameter identification, artificial intelligence, operation under harsh or failure conditions, and
modelling of electric or magnetic quantities in electric machines. Several chapters give an insight into the problem of minimizing losses in
electric machines and increasing the overall energy efficiency of electric drives.
This book and its accompanying CD-ROM offer a complete treatment from background theory and models to implementation and verification
techniques for simulations and linear analysis of frequently studied machine systems. Every chapter of Dynamic Simulation of Electric
Machinery includes exercises and projects that can be explored using the accompanying software. A full chapter is devoted to the use of
MATLAB and SIMULINK, and an appendix provides a convenient overview of key numerical methods used. Dynamic Simulation of Electric
Machinery provides professional engineers and students with a complete toolkit for modeling and analyzing power systems on their desktop
computers.
Electrical Machines May Be Analysed Utilising One Of The Three Methods Viz. Classical Theory, Unified Theory And The Generalised
Theory Of Electrical Machines. Generalised Theory May Also Be Regarded As The Matrix Theory Of Electrical Machines Which Requires
Only A Knowledge Of The Circuit Equation, Elementary Matrix Algebra And The Principle That The Power Of The System Must Remain
Invariant Irrespective Of The Terms In Which It Is Expressed.This Technique Is The Best Approach To Obtain Electrical Machine
Performance For Both The Non-Specialist And The Specialist And That The Latter Will Find In It, A Powerful Tool When He Is Faced With
More Complicated Performance Problems. An Attempt Has Been Made In This Volume To Study Most Of The Electrical Machines Normally
Covered In Undergraduate And Postgraduate Courses Utilising Matrix Analysis. The Book Also Includes Some More Advanced Problems To
Indicate The Power And Limitation Of The Method.After An Introduction To The Theory, The Same Methodology Has Been Applied To Static
Circuits As Illustrations. Then The Generalised Machines Of First And Second Kinds Have Been Introduced And Analysed Followed By The
Different Case Studies. Both Steady State And Transient Analysis Of Conventional Machines Have Been Presented In Both Static And
Rotating Reference Frames. The Beauty Of The Matrix Theory Has Been Projected While Developing The Equivalent Circuits Of Different
Machines Using Revolving Field Theory Where Physical Concepts Have Been Derived From The Mathematical Models Developed Through
Matrix Analysis.The Latest Development Of The Theory Viz. The Development Of State Model Of Different Electrical Machines Has Been
Explained Clearly In The Text. These Models May Readily Be Utilised For Stability Analysis Using Computers.The Book Has Been Presented
In Such A Way That, It Will Be A Textbook For Undergraduate And Postgraduate Students And Also A Reference Book For The Research
Students In The Relevant Area And Practising Engineers.The Treatment Of The Book May Find Wide Application For The Practising
Engineers Who Face Day-To-Day Problems In The Practical Field Since The Theory Is Based On Elementary Knowledge Of Matrix Algebra
And Circuit Theory Rather Than Complicated Physical Laws And Hypothesis.
A self-contained, comprehensive and unified treatment of electrical machines, including consideration of their control characteristics in both
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conventional and semiconductor switched circuits. This new edition has been expanded and updated to include material which reflects
current thinking and practice. All references have been updated to conform to the latest national (BS) and international (IEC)
recommendations and a new appendix has been added which deals more fully with the theory of permanent-magnets, recognising the
growing importance of permanent-magnet machines. The text is so arranged that selections can be made from it to give a short course for
non-specialists, while the book as a whole will prepare students for more advanced studies in power systems, control systems, electrical
machine design and general industrial applications. Includes numerous worked examples and tutorial problems with answers.
Ubiquitous in daily life, electric motors/generators are used in a wide variety of applications, from home appliances to internal combustion
engines to hybrid electric cars. They produce electric energy in all electric power plants as generators and motion control that is necessary in
all industries to increase productivity, save energy, and reduce
This updated and expanded second edition of the Analysis of Electric Machinery and Drive Systems (IEEE Press Series on Power Eng
provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core
elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands
even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject . We
hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.
This book presents a thorough analysis of newly available sinusoidal three-phase windings in electrical machines, which provide many
benefits over traditional windings, including energy savings, noise and vibration reduction, and reduced need for non-ferrous metals. The
author’s instruction on the implementation of this innovative optimization will be quite useful to researchers, developers and producers of
electrical machines, as well as students mastering electromechanics.
This book presents deep analysis of machine control for different applications, focusing on its implementation in embedded systems.
Necessary peripherals for various microcontroller families are analysed for machine control and software architecture patterns for high-quality
software development processes in motor control units are described. Abundant figures help the reader to understand the theoretical,
simulation and practical implementation stages of machine control. Model-based design, used as a mathematical and visual approach to
construction of complex control algorithms, code generation that eliminates hand-coding errors, and co-simulation tools such as Simulink,
PSIM and finite element analysis are discussed. The simulation and verification tools refine, and retest the models without having to resort to
prototype construction. The book shows how a voltage source inverter can be designed with tricks, protection elements, and space vector
modulation. Practical Control of Electric Machines: Model-Based Design and Simulation is based on the author’s experience of a wide variety
of systems in domestic, automotive and industrial environments, and most examples have implemented and verified controls. The text is ideal
for readers looking for an insight into how electric machines play an important role in most real-life applications of control. Practitioners and
students preparing for a career in control design applied in electric machines will benefit from the book’s easily understood theoretical
approach to complex machine control. The book contains mathematics appropriate to various levels of experience, from the student to the
academic and the experienced professional. Advances in Industrial Control reports and encourages the transfer of technology in control
engineering. The rapid development of control technology has an impact on all areas of the control discipline. The series offers an opportunity
for researchers to present an extended exposition of new work in all aspects of industrial control.
Electric machines have a ubiquitous presence in our modern daily lives, from the generators that supply electricity to motors of all sizes that
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power countless applications. Providing a balanced treatment of the subject, Electric Machines and Drives: Principles, Control, Modeling, and
Simulation takes a ground-up approach that emphasizes fundamental principles. The author carefully deploys physical insight, mathematical
rigor, and computer simulation to clearly and effectively present electric machines and drive systems. Detailing the fundamental principles
that govern electric machines and drives systems, this book: Describes the laws of induction and interaction and demonstrates their
fundamental roles with numerous examples Explores dc machines and their principles of operation Discusses a simple dynamic model used
to develop speed and torque control strategies Presents modeling, steady state based drives, and high-performance drives for induction
machines, highlighting the underlying physics of the machine Includes coverage of modeling and high performance control of permanent
magnet synchronous machines Highlights the elements of power electronics used in electric drive systems Examines simulation-based
optimal design and numerical simulation of dynamical systems Suitable for a one semester class at the senior undergraduate or a graduate
level, the text supplies simulation cases that can be used as a base and can be supplemented through simulation assignments and small
projects. It includes end-of-chapter problems designed to pick up on the points presented in chapters and develop them further or introduce
additional aspects. The book provides an understanding of the fundamental laws of physics upon which electric machines operate, allowing
students to master the mathematical skills that their modeling and analysis requires.
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